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Intensity coding mechanisms are explored in a paradigm involving both forward and simultaneous
masking. For intensity discrimination of 1000-Hz pure tone in quiet, a near-miss to Weber’s law is
observed. However, as more stimulus components are added to this relatively simple experiment,
interactions among components produce a more complex pattern of results. An intense forward
masker, while not causing any threshold shift for the test tone, produces a nonmonotonic intensity
discrimination function@‘‘the midlevel hump,’’ Zenget al., Hearing Res.55, 223–230~1991!#. The
midlevel hump can be removed by the presence of additional notched noise@Plack and Viemeister,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am.92, 1902–1910~1992!# or narrow-band noise whose level is increased along
with the test tone’s standard level. The same midlevel hump can also be enhanced by a
fixed-low-level notched noise or a high-level, high-pass noise which causes minimal masking at the
test frequency. Interactions of forward masking and simultaneous masking present a serious
problem for a clear interpretation of these results. For example, the notched noise was originally
intended to restrict off-frequency listening, but on-frequency masking compromised this original
purpose and confounded the interpretation of the notched noise effects. By measuring systematically
the growth-of-masking functions, the present study identified various interactions of forward and
simultaneous masking and clarified the role of off-frequency listening in forward-masked intensity
discrimination. Both peripheral and central mechanisms may have contributed to the occurrence,
reduction and enhancement of the midlevel hump under these masking conditions. ©1998
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!01404-0#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Fe@WJ#
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INTRODUCTION

The peripheral auditory system is often modeled a
bank of tuned filters that perform frequency analysis
sounds. The high-frequency selectivity of the auditory fil
is accomplished by a passive resonance of the basilar m
brane coupled with an active process linked to the nonlin
motor activity of outer hair cells~e.g., Allen and Neely,
1992!. Because of this nonlinearity, the output of the array
auditory filters or ‘‘the excitation pattern’’ generated by a
acoustic stimulus is also highly nonlinear as a function
stimulus level. Both psychophysical and physiological d
indicate that for sinusoidal stimuli at low stimulus leve
localized activity occurs over a small range of filters tun
around the stimulus frequency, but as the level is increa
the excitation spreads towards filters with higher and low
center frequencies, particularly on the high-frequency sid
the excitation pattern~e.g., Egan and Hake, 1950; Kim an
Molnar, 1979!.

Auditory discrimination of intensity and frequency ha
been modeled using both a single-filter model in which
filter is located at the frequency where the largest differe
in excitation occurs~Zwicker, 1970! and a multi-filter model

a!Portions of this paper were presented at the 125th meeting of Acous
Society of America, 1993, Ottawa and the 3rd Joint Meeting of the Aco
tical Society of America and the Acoustical Society of Japan, 1996,
waii.

b!Electronic mail: zeng@hei.org
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in which information from all excited filters is combine
either in an optimal fashion~Florentine and Buus, 1981! or
in a nonoptimal, unweighted fashion~Moore and Sek, 1994!.
The ability to use information in different frequency regio
to improve auditory performance is often termed ‘‘of
frequency listening.’’ Off-frequency listening has bee
shown to be involved in a wide range of psychophysi
measures including intensity discrimination~Viemeister,
1972; Moore and Raab, 1974!, the slope of loudness growt
functions ~Hellman, 1978!, differences in temporal integra
tion between normal and impaired listeners~Hall and
Fernandes, 1983!, and differences in tuning curves obtaine
in simultaneous and forward masking~O’Loughlin and
Moore, 1981!.

Attempts to restrict off-frequency listening have used
notched or band-stop noise masker~e.g., Viemeister, 1974
Moore et al., 1985; Schneider and Parker, 1987; Plack a
Viemeister, 1992a,b!. In these experiments, as the sign
level is increased, the level of the notched noise is also
creased to restrict off-frequency listening. This increase
the notched-noise level elevates the signal threshold so
intensity discrimination is measured at low sensation lev
for all standard levels. To reduce this masking problem,
ternative approaches have been used to restrict off-freque
listening. Hellman~1978! used a high-pass noise to mask
100-Hz tone and reasoned that the high-pass noise w
limit off-frequency listening at high frequencies while th
apical edge of the basilar membrane would limit natura
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off-frequency listening at low frequencies. Viemeister~1972!
measured intensity discrimination for a tone in high-pa
noise and suggested that the ‘‘near-miss’’ to Weber’s l
reflects the observer’s use of information of aural harmon
on the other hand, Moore and Raab~1974! compared inten-
sity discrimination results from relatively low-level, wide
band, high-pass, and notched noises, and found that info
tion from both low- and high-frequency sides of the test to
not just the aural harmonics, contributes to intensity d
crimination at high levels. Florentine~1983! controlled the
audibility of very high frequencies~6–19 kHz! using either a
high-pass noise or the high threshold naturally presen
normal-hearing listeners and found that intensity discrimi
tion for a 1000-Hz tone at 80–90 dB SPL was related to
ability to hear at these very high frequencies. Addition
studies found similar results using cochlear-impaired list
ers with normal hearing at the test frequency and signific
hearing loss in regions of excitation spread~e.g., Penner
et al., 1974; Zeng and Turner, 1991!.

Because the excitation spreads more toward high
quencies, the low-pass band in a notched noise may pl
smaller role than the high-pass band in restricting o
frequency listening. On the other hand, the low-pass no
spreads to the signal frequency and actually interferes w
the excitation pattern at the signal frequency. Schla
~1994! measured intensity discrimination using only a hig
pass noise presented at a fixed high level for all stand
levels. This high-pass noise masker produced a mini
threshold elevation at the signal frequency but significan
elevated thresholds for higher frequencies in the noise p
band. Under these conditions, Schlauch showed that inten
discrimination and loudness are unaffected for standard
els below 40 dB SPL. However, for standard levels above
dB SPL, intensity discrimination is degraded and loudnes
reduced, indicating a significant role for off-frequency liste
ing at these higher levels.

The present study evaluates the role of off-frequen
listening in intensity discrimination under forward maskin
Zenget al. ~1991, 1992, 1995! showed that, for a brief pure
tone following a high-level masker, intensity discriminatio
is degraded significantly at medium levels, but by little or n
at all at low and high levels, a pattern termed the ‘‘midlev
hump.’’ Plack and Viemeister~1992a! used a notched nois
in an attempt to restrict off-frequency listening and su
gested that ‘‘limiting the intensity information to neuron
tuned close to the pedestal frequency should, if anyth
increase the magnitude of the effect.’’ Instead, Plack a
Viemeister found that the notched-noise masker actually
duced the midlevel hump. Although the original motivatio
for the Plack and Viemeister study was to use the notc
noise to restrict off-frequency listening, the apparent con
diction to their original prediction of the notched-noise e
fects led them to conclude that ‘‘the notched noise obviou
does more than limit off-frequency listening, the role of th
later process in the original Zenget al. experiment is still
unclear~Plack and Viemeister, 1992a, p. 1902!.’’

In particular, the present study addresses the issu
on-frequency masking caused by the notched noise. Ind
threshold data from a single subject in the Plack a
2022 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 4, April 1998
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Viemeister study indicated that the notched noise produ
significant masking at the signal frequency so that inten
discrimination was measured at sensation levels betwee
and 15 dB for all standard levels. This on-frequency mask
problem, also noted by Plack and Viemeister~1992a!, com-
promised their original purpose of using the notched noise
restrict off-frequency listening and possibly confounded th
interpretation of the data. In this paper, three experime
were conducted in an attempt to separate the effects of
frequency masking and off-frequency listening on forwa
masked intensity discrimination. The first experiment use
notched noise to replicate the Plack a
Viemeister study; in addition, this experiment extended th
study by systematically measuring the growth-of-mask
function for a tone in the notched noise in both the prese
and absence of forward masking. The second experim
used a narrow-band noise to match threshold shifts cause
the notched noise to study whether the on-frequency ma
ing at the threshold level by itself can remove the midle
hump at the suprathreshold level. The third experiment u
a high-pass noise to reduce the on-frequency masking w
limiting effectively off-frequency listening on the high
frequency side of the excitation pattern.

I. GENERAL METHOD

A. Subjects

Six experienced listeners, two females and four ma
participated in the present study. Three subjects participa
in experiment 1 and the other three participated in exp
ments 2 and 3. They were between 25 and 30 years old a
time of the experiment. All had normal hearing with le
than 10 dB HL thresholds at frequencies of 125, 250, 5
1000, 2000, and 5000 Hz. For all measurements, subj
were seated in a double-walled, sound-treated booth
tested individually.

B. Stimuli

Figure 1 shows the temporal and spectral configurati
of the three experiments. In all three experiments, the
ward masker was a 1000-Hz sinusoid of 100 ms in durati
The test tone was a 1000-Hz sinusoid of 25 ms in durati
There was a 100-ms delay between the offset of the ma
and the onset of the tone, at which the average threshold
due to the forward masker was negligible. In noise con
tions, the 25-ms test tone was presented simultaneous
the temporal center of a noise. Unless otherwise noted,
noise had a duration of 125 ms. The noise was a notc
noise~experiment 1!, a narrow-band noise~experiment 2!, or
a high-pass noise~experiment 3!. All durations included
2.5-ms cosine-squared rise and fall ramps.

All tonal stimuli were digitally generated by an IBM-PC
computer using a 16-bit D/A converter at a sampling rate
20 kHz ~TDT model QDA2, Tucker-Davis Technologies!.
The stimuli were smoothed by an anti-aliasing filter~TDT
model FLT3! with a cutoff frequency of 8 kHz. The forward
masker was always presented at 90 dB SPL. The level of
standard tone varied from 30 to 90 dB SPL in steps of 10
2022Fan-Gang Zeng: Intensity discrimination
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The levels of the masker and the test tone were separa
controlled by two programmable attenuators~TDT model
PA3!.

All noise stimuli were produced by passing a wh
noise~TDT model WG1! through a dual-channel filter with
nominal attenuation slope of 135 dB/oct~Stewart VBF-
10M!. The timing of the noise was controlled by an ele
tronic switch~TDT model SW1!. In experiment 1~the sec-
ond panel in Fig. 1!, the notched noise was similar to the o
in Plack and Viemeister’s study~1992a! and consisted of a
low-pass noise~3-dB cutoff frequencies: 20–820 Hz! and a
high-pass noise~1220–14 000 Hz!. In experiment 2~the
third panel of Fig. 1!, the bandpass noise had a width of 4
Hz with 3-dB down points at 800 and 1200 Hz, respective
In experiment 3~the bottom panel of Fig. 1!, the high-pass
noise~relative to the 1000-Hz signal frequency! had a width
of 3000 Hz with 3-dB down points at 2000 and 5000 H
respectively. The stimuli in experiment 1 were deliver

FIG. 1. The top panel shows the temporal configuration of stimuli in
periments 1, 2, and 3. A notched noise was used in experiment 1, a na
band noise was used in experiment 2, and a high-pass noise was us
experiment 3. All stimuli were turned on and off with 2.5-ms cosine-squa
ramps. The second, third, and bottom panel shows spectral configura
for the stimuli in experiment 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
2023 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 4, April 1998
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through an ER-2 insert earphone and calibrated periodic
by a B&K sound level meter using a Zwislocki coupler. Th
ER-2 earphone had a relatively flat frequency response u
16 kHz. The stimuli in experiments 2 and 3 were deliver
through TDH-49 headphones mounted in an MX41/A
cushion and calibrated by the B&K sound level meter us
an NBS-9A coupler. Monaural stimulation of the right e
was used for all subjects.

C. Procedure

A two-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice, adaptiv
procedure was employed to measure the increment in in
sity that produces a 79.4% correct response level~3-down,
1-up rule, Levitt, 1971!. The two observation intervals wer
indicated visually on a computer monitor and separated
650 ms. The silent interval from trial to trial was about 2
plus the subject’s response time. During each trial, the
server had to indicate which one of two intervals contain
the signal in the detection experiment or the louder sound
the discrimination experiment. The signal was randomly p
sented in either one of the two intervals. Visual feedback w
provided indicating the correct response. The starting le
for the test tone was 20 dB above the estimated threshol
the detection experiment and 10 or 20 dB higher than
standard tone in the discrimination experiment. An init
5-dB step size was reduced to 1 dB after the first four rev
sals. Testing continued until 12 reversals had occurred o
trials were completed. At the end of each run, intensity d
crimination in units of 10 log(11DI/I) was taken as the mea
of the values for the last eight reversals. The result from
run was discarded if less than 10 reversals were obtaine
the standard deviation was greater than 5 dB in the r
Three-to-eight runs were obtained for each data point. F
lowing Buus and Florentine’s~1991! suggestion, intensity
discrimination data in terms of level difference in dB will b
plotted on a logarithmic scale.

II. THE NOTCHED-NOISE EXPERIMENT

A. Rationale and method

To measure systematically the degree of on-freque
masking caused by the notched noise, the growth-of-mas
function was measured for a 25-ms, 1000-Hz tone as a fu
tion of the notched-noise level from210 to 50 dB in 10
steps. The growth-of-masking function was obtained in b
the presence and absence of forward masking in all th
subjects. In addition, two control masking functions we
obtained in one subject. The ‘‘gated’’ control represents
condition where the notched noise had a duration of 25
and was gated simultaneously with the 25-ms tone~experi-
ment 2C in Plack and Viemeister, 1992a!. Threshold eleva-
tions caused by the ‘‘gated’’ notched noise were presuma
due to suppression~Costalupeset al., 1984!. In contrast to
the ‘‘gated’’ control, the ‘‘fringe-only’’ control represents a
condition where the notched noise was turned off in the pr
ence of the test tone but was on for 50 ms before the onse
the tone and for 50 ms after the offset of the tone. Thresh
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elevations caused by the ‘‘fringe-only’’ condition wer
mainly due to adaptation~Smith, 1979; Costalupeset al.,
1984!.

Forward-masked intensity discrimination was measu
first using a paradigm identical to Plack and Viemeis
~1992a!. The standard level for the tone varied from 30 to
dB SPL in 10-dB steps. The notched noise level was
creased by 10 dB whenever the standard level was incre
by the same amount, in an attempt to keep a constant 30
ratio between the tonal standard level and the spectrum l
of the notched noise. Data at the 90 dB SPL standard le
were not collected because all subjects reported that
60-dB notched noise was uncomfortably loud. In additio
the forward-masked intensity discrimination function w
measured for a fixed notched-noise level at210, 10, 30, or
50 dB.

B. Results and discussion

The upper panel of Fig. 2 displays the growth-o
masking functions obtained in the continuous notched-no
condition. The filled symbols represent individual data a
the solid line represents the averaged data for the notc
noise alone condition; the open symbols represent individ
data and the dashed line represents the averaged data fo
notched noise plus forward-masking condition. The error
represents the size of one standard deviation. To reduce o
lap between the two data sets in this display, the data in
notched-noise plus forward-masking condition are shifted
3 dB on thex axis. The horizontal solid line represents t
averaged tonal threshold in quiet~19 dB SPL!. The diagonal
dotted line represents a hypothetical linear growth-

FIG. 2. Growth-of-masking function for a 1000-Hz tone in a notched no
with and without forward masking~upper panel!. Individual data are repre-
sented by symbols and average data are represented by lines. The dott
represents a hypothetical linear growth-of-masking function. Growth
masking functions for an individual subject obtained with three notch
noise conditions in the presence of forward masking~lower panel!. The
‘‘Continuous’’ data were the same as in the upper panel. The ‘‘Gated’’ d
were obtained when the notched noise was gated simultaneously wit
test tone. The ‘‘Fringe only’’ data were obtained under a condition oppo
to the ‘‘Gated’’ condition.
2024 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 4, April 1998
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masking function, in which a 1-dB increment in the notche
noise level would result in a 1-dB threshold elevation for t
test tone.

A nonlinear, increasingly steep, growth-of-maskin
function is clearly noted for the detection of the 1000-Hz t
tone in both the notched-noise alone and the notched-n
plus forward-masking conditions. The forward masker a
pears to produce an additional 2–3 dB threshold elevat
mostly at low and medium notched-noise levels, compa
with the masking function in the notched-noise alone con
tion. It is also noted that the single subject’s data in the Pl
and Viemeister~1992a! study were very similar to subjec
LB’s threshold data~open circles! in the present study. To
demonstrate quantitatively the nonlinear growth-of-mask
function, the slope of the masking function was calcula
using a linear regression analysis at low notched-noise le
~210, 0, and 10 dB! and at high noise levels~30, 40, and 50
dB!, respectively. For the notched-noise alone condition,
slope averaged across three subjects was 0.43 (r 50.97) at
low notched-noise levels and 1.32 (r 50.99) at high levels;
whereas for the notched-noise plus forward-masking con
tion, the slope was 0.51 (r 50.99) at low notched-noise lev
els and 1.26 (r 51.00) at high levels. This increasing stee
masking function in notched noise is similar to the ‘‘upwa
spread of masking’’ typically observed for masker freque
cies well below the signal~e.g., Egan and Hake, 1950; Ox
ennam and Moore, 1995! and likely reflects the growth o
suppression of the auditory nerve activity~Delgutte, 1990a,
b!.

The lower panel of Fig. 2 displays three growth-o
masking functions obtained from subject JG only, and rep
senting the ‘‘Continuous’’ notched-noise condition~open
squares, same as in the upper panel!, the ‘‘Gated’’ condition
~inverted triangles!, and the ‘‘Fringe only’’ condition~aster-
isks!. The increasingly steep ‘‘Continuous’’ masking fun
tion is sandwiched between the more linear ‘‘Gated’’ a
‘‘Fringe only’’ masking functions. A linear regression analy
sis across all notched-noise levels reveals a slope of 0
(r 50.99) for the ‘‘Gated’’ condition and 0.67 (r 50.99) for
the ‘‘Fringe only’’ conditions. In other words, a 60-dB in
crement in the notched-noise level results in an appro
mately 54-dB and 42-dB overall threshold elevation for t
‘‘Gated’’ and the ‘‘Fringe only’’ conditions, respectively
The threshold difference between the ‘‘Gated’’ and t
‘‘Continuous’’ conditions shows the classic level-depende
overshoot effect, in which the gated~or onset! threshold is
greater than the continuous~or steady-state! threshold at low
and medium levels than at high levels~Bacon, 1990!. To
summarize, the present data show that the notched-noise
duced considerable on-frequency masking, even under
ditions where the notched noise did not overlap with the t
tone either spectrally or temporally~the ‘‘Fringe only’’ con-
dition!.

Figure 3 shows both individual~JG, LB, and MF! and
average data that were obtained using the Plack
Viemeister paradigm~experiment 1, 1992a!. The intensity
discrimination function in the quiet condition is plotted as
shaded area~mean plus one standard deviation! and the
forward-masked intensity discrimination function is plotte
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as inverted triangles connected by solid lines. The forwa
masked intensity discrimination function in the notche
noise condition is plotted as filled triangles connected
dotted lines. Note the missing data points at 70 and 80
SPL for subject JG and at 30 dB SPL for subject MF, b
cause the combination of the forward masker and
notched noise elevated the tonal threshold above these
dard levels~see Fig. 2, lower panel!. Plack and Viemeister’s
results are converted from Weber fractions in dB to le
differences in dB and are plotted as a dashed line on
‘‘Average’’ panel.

Figure 3 shows that intensity discrimination in quiet fo
lowed the ‘‘near-miss’’ to Weber’s law~e.g., McGill and
Goldberg, 1968! and that the forward masker produced
nonmonotonic intensity discrimination function~Zenget al.,
1991!. The addition of the notched noise essentially remov
the midlevel hump, with the exception of subject LB, wh
had the smallest hump in the forward masking alone con
tion and appeared to shift the peak of the ‘‘hump’’ from 4
to 60 dB SPL. Although only three data points~at 40, 50, and
60 dB SPL! were averaged from all three subjects, the
moval of the midlevel hump could be observed in the av
age data between present study and the Plack and Vieme
~1992a! study. The 1–2 dB overall elevation in the avera
data for the present study could be due to a procedural
ference~2IFC vs 3IFC! between the two studies.

Figure 4 shows individual forward-masked intensity d
crimination functions measured at fixed noise levels of210,
10, 30, and 50 dB SPL, which is represented by squa
triangles, ‘‘hour glasses,’’ and asterisks, respectively.
subject JG, only the 90 dB SPL data point was collected
the 50-dB notched-noise level because of his high thresh
under this condition~86 dB SPL, see Fig. 2!. Shown again in
Fig. 4 are the quiet and forward-masked intensity discrim

FIG. 3. Replication of the Plack and Viemeister study~1992a!, in which the
notched-noise level was increased along with the tonal standard level.
2025 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 4, April 1998
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nation functions without the notched noise. Despite in
vidual variability, both individual and average data show
consistent peak shift as a function of the notched-noise le
the peak of the ‘‘midlevel hump’’ shifted from 40 dB SPL i
the forward-masking alone condition to about 50, 60, 70, a
85 dB SPL at the notched-noise level of210, to 10, 30, and
50 dB, respectively. The size of the ‘‘hump’’ was increas
usually at low notched-noise levels~210 dB for JG and MF,
and 10 and 30 dB for LB!, and decreased at high noise leve
~30 dB for JG, and 30 and 50 dB for MF!. The average data
show a similar trend in the peak shift and the dependenc
the hump size on the notched-noise level. Note also in
average data that the reduced hump at 30-dB notched-n
level is consistent with Plack and Viemeister’s observat
~1992a! at the same fixed notched-noise level.

In terms of the average data, the present experim
~Fig. 3 and the 30-dB notched-noise condition in Fig.!
replicated the Plack and Viemeister result~1992a! that the
notched noise removed or reduced the midlevel hump
addition, the present experiment also measured forwa
masked intensity discrimination functions at other fix
notched-noise levels from210 to 50 dB in 20-dB steps. The
results indicate that the notched noise did not always rem
the midlevel hump, but rather produced level-dependent d
effects on forward-masked intensity discrimination. At lo
notched-noise levels where on-frequency masking was n
ligible, the notched noise actually increased the size of
midlevel hump in all three listeners. At high notched-noi
levels where significant on-frequency masking occurred,
notched noise decreased the size of the midlevel hu
These new data~Figs. 2 and 4! suggest a close associatio

FIG. 4. Forward-masked intensity discrimination functions as a function
the fixed noise level. Note both consistent shift for the hump position
the change for the hump size as a function of the notched-noise level. S
data points are shifted by22 and 2 dB along thex axis to avoid overlap.
2025Fan-Gang Zeng: Intensity discrimination
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between the removal of the midlevel hump and the
frequency masking caused by the notched noise.

III. THE NARROW-BAND NOISE EXPERIMENT

A. Rationale and method

A direct test of the relation between on-frequency ma
ing at the threshold level and reduction in the midlevel hu
by the notched noise would be to use a narrow-band n
centered on the test frequency. The narrow-band noise w
produce direct excitatory masking at the test frequency
contrast to the remote ‘‘suppressive’’ masking caused b
notched noise~Delgutte, 1990a, b!. Thresholds for the 25-
ms, 1000-Hz tone were first measured in both the narr
band noise only condition and the noise masker plus
forward-masker condition. A 400-Hz bandwidth of th
‘‘narrow-band’’ noise was chosen to fill in the ‘‘notch’’ in
the Plack and Viemeister study. It was noted that 400 Hz w
about three times the ‘‘equivalent-rectangular-bandwidth’
1000 Hz~Moore and Glasberg, 1983b! and 2.5 times of the
critical bandwidth at 1000 Hz~Zwicker and Fastl, 1990!.
Thus the present narrow-band noise may limit to some
gree the off-frequency listening. The noise spectrum lev
ranged from 0 to 60 dB in 10-dB steps. Once the growth-
masking function was obtained, a narrow-band noise le
was selected individually for each subject to approximate
threshold shift caused by the equivalent notched noise in
Plack and Viemeister study~1992a!.

B. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the growth-of-masking function for t
1000-Hz tone in the narrow-band noise condition with a
without forward masking. The open symbols represent in
vidual data and the thick solid line represents the aver
data in forward masking. The solid squares represent

FIG. 5. Growth-of-masking function for a 1000-Hz tone in a narrow-ba
noise with forward masking: individual data~symbols! and the average dat
~solid line!. The filled squares represent the measured growth-of-maskin
noise without forward masking from a single listener and the dotted
represents predicted linear masking function. Bars on each data point
resent the size of one standard deviation.
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measured growth-of-masking function in the noise alo
condition from a single subject~FG!. The dotted line repre-
sents predicted thresholds~21 dB above the noise spectru
level! based on the 130-Hz auditory bandwidth at 1000
~Moore and Glasberg, 1983b!. Note the consistency betwee
the measured and predicted threshold data.

Similar to previous observations made by Carlyon a
Beveridge ~1993!, the forward masker caused addition
masking at medium narrow-band noise levels but not m
at low and high noise levels. This nonlinear,decreasingly
steep~except for narrow-band noise levels between 0 and
dB! growth-of-masking function in the narrow-band cond
tion contrasts sharply with theincreasinglysteep growth-of-
masking function in the notched-noise condition~Fig. 2!.
Using the same linear regression analysis, the average s
of the growth-of-masking function was estimated to be 1
(r 50.97) at low narrow-band noise levels~0, 10, and 20 dB!
and 0.63 (r 51.00) at high noise levels~40, 50, and 60 dB!.
These slope values were almost reversed from the value
low and high notched-noise levels. These slope differen
may reflect two different physiological mechanisms: a su
pressive masking caused by the notched noise and an
tatory masking caused by the narrow-band noise~Delgutte,
1990a, b!.

Figure 6 shows individual and average intensity d
crimination data in the forward masker plus the narrow-ba
noise condition~solid triangles! as well as data in two addi
tional control conditions. The quiet control condition pr
duced an intensity discrimination function abiding by t
near-miss to Weber’s law. The forward-masking alone c
trol condition produced a nonmonotonic intensity discrim
nation with a midlevel hump which was similar in magnitud

in
e
p-

FIG. 6. Effects of the narrow-band noise on intensity discrimination un
forward masking~solid triangles!. Also shown are the intensity discrimina
tion functions under the quiet control condition~shaded areas! and the
forward-masking control condition~open, inverted triangles!.
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to that found in the original Zenget al. study ~1991! but
smaller than that found in the Plack and Viemeister stu
~1992a! and the present experiment 1. Similar to the notch
noise, the narrow-band noise also removed the midle
hump. Both noise data suggest that on-frequency mask
independent of its origin, can remove or reduce the midle
hump.

IV. THE HIGH-PASS NOISE EXPERIMENT

A. Rationale and method

The fixed-low-level, notched-noise data~Fig. 4! indicate
that, under conditions where on-frequency masking w
minimized, limiting off-frequency listening could increas
the midlevel hump as Plack and Viemeister~1992a! origi-
nally predicted. To further separate the interactions betw
off-frequency listening and on-frequency masking, t
present experiment used a high-level, high-pass noise to
duce minimal on-frequency masking while effectively lim
ing off-frequency listening on the high-frequency side of t
excitation pattern.

First, a forward-masking pattern of the 1000-Hz pu
tone was measured to avoid common problems such as c
bination tones and beats in tone-on-tone simultaneous m
ing ~Egan and Hake, 1950!. The forward masker was
1000-Hz tone and had a duration of 100 ms. Thresholds w
measured for a 5-ms test tone with 1-ms signal delay. T
frequencies were at 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, and 4
Hz. All stimuli had cosine-squared 2.5-ms ramps. A mask
pattern measured under these conditions has been referr
the ‘‘internal representation’’ of the forward masker~Bacon
and Brandt, 1982; Sidwell and Summerfield, 1985!, and can
be used to derive the actual ‘‘excitation pattern’’ by taki
into account the nonlinear characteristics of forward mask
~Moore and Glasberg, 1983a!.

Second, a simultaneous masking pattern of the hi
level, high-pass noise was obtained by measuring thresh
of a 25-ms test tone presented at the temporal center o
high-pass noise. The signal frequency was chosen at 1
1250, 1500, 2000, 3000, and 4000 Hz. The forward mas
was also included in this experiment, but its effect seeme
be negligible because the obtained masking pattern was
similar to that of Schlauch~1994! in the absence of forward
masker. Finally, forward-masked intensity discriminati
was measured in the presence of this additional high-le
high-pass noise masker.

B. Results and discussion

Figure 7 shows the average data of the three subje
except for the 60 dB SPL tonal forward-masking patte
which is based on the data of a single subject~SL!. The
absolute thresholds of the tonal stimuli are represented by
dotted line and marked as ‘‘Quiet threshold.’’ The forwar
masking patterns of the 1000-Hz tone~solid lines! show
broad excitation areas across frequency, particularly at
high level ~90 dB! and toward the high-frequency side. Th
high-pass noise simultaneous masker caused a 10-dB th
old shift for the 1000-Hz tone, while elevating the thresho
to 60 dB SPL for the 1500-Hz tone and to about 80 dB S
2027 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 4, April 1998
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for frequencies higher than 2500 Hz~dashed line!. The data
suggest that the present high-pass noise can effectively
off-frequency listening on the high-frequency side while pr
ducing minimal on-frequency masking.

Figure 8 shows forward-masked intensity discriminati
data in the presence of the high-pass noise~solid triangles!.
The same two control conditions as in the narrow-band no
experiment are also included. Both individual and avera
data show degraded intensity discrimination performance
medium and high standard levels in the high-pass noise c
dition, and the same or slightly better performance at l

FIG. 7. Forward-masking patterns for the 1000-Hz test tone at 60 and 9
SPL ~two solid lines!. A simultaneous masking pattern for a high-pass no
presented at a 50-dB spectrum level~the dashed line!. Absolute thresholds
in the quiet condition~the dotted line!.

FIG. 8. Effects of the high-pass noise on intensity discrimination un
forward masking~solid triangles!. Also shown are the same two contro
conditions as in Fig. 6.
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levels. In contrast to the removal of the midlevel hump
the notched noise and narrow-band noise, a greater midl
hump is observed in the high-pass noise condition than in
control condition.

The present results indicate a clear role of off-frequen
listening in forward-masked intensity discrimination: Und
conditions where the on-frequency masking problem is c
trolled, indeed as Plack and Viemeister~1992a! suggested,
limiting the off-frequency listening cue ‘‘should, if anything
increase the magnitude of the effect.’’ The increas
midlevel hump under limited off-frequency listening cond
tions adds another piece of evidence to the body of litera
demonstrating the role of off-frequency listening in audito
perception. Consistent with previous studies without forw
masking~Schlauch, 1994!, the present result also shows th
the effect of off-frequency listening is greater at moder
and high levels than at low levels. An obvious interpretat
for this level effect is that a low-level tone generates loc
ized excitation around the test frequency while moderate
high level tones cause excitation to spread to other freque
regions, which causes minimal effect of the high-pass no
on intensity discrimination at low levels and a significa
effect at moderate to high levels.

V. FINAL REMARKS

The most important finding in the present study is t
clarification of the role of off-frequency listening in forward
masked intensity discrimination. If the on-frequency ma
ing is minimized by using a low-level notched noise or
high-level high-pass noise, then limiting off-frequency li
tening does indeed increase the magnitude of the midl
hump in forward masking. In addition, based on the syste
atic measurement of the growth-of-masking functions,
present study also shows that the removal of the midle
hump by the notched noise or the narrow-band noise is
ways associated with significant on-frequency masking.

Figure 9 presents the data~Fig. 4! in a schematic fashion
to demonstrate at a phenomenological level how

FIG. 9. A schematic model to show how on-frequency masking at
threshold level can remove the midlevel hump in forward-masked inten
discrimination. The dashed line represents the intensity discrimination f
tion in quiet. Solid lines represent a family of forward-masked intens
discrimination functions with successive signal threshold shifts caused
the noise simultaneous masker. Asterisks connected by the dotted line
resent the intensity discrimination function under a condition similar to t
in the Plack and Viemeister study~1992a!.
2028 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 4, April 1998
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frequency masking could reduce the midlevel hump in f
ward masking. The dashed line represents the near-mis
Weber’s law, or the intensity discrimination function i
quiet. The solid lines represent a family of ‘‘idealized
forward-masked intensity discrimination functions, whic
from left to right reflect an increasingly elevated threshold
the test frequency~on frequency masking! as a function of
the noise level. The asterisk symbol on each function rep
sents intensity discrimination performance measured at
lowest standard level. Figure 9 indicates that the notc
noise, when presented at a fixed level, did not actually
move the midlevel hump but rather shifted the hump posit
to higher levels. However, when the noise level was
creased along with the standard level~asterisks connected b
the dashed line!, the noise appeared to ‘‘remove’’ th
midlevel hump due to the increased on-frequency maski

Peripheral mechanisms like adaptation and suppres
can account for the removal of the midlevel hump by t
notched and narrow-band noises. Based on a differentia
covery from prior stimulation by low- and high-thresho
auditory neurons~Relkin and Doucet, 1991!, Zeng et al.
~1991! proposed that the midlevel hump is a result of
intensity coding gap at moderate levels in which the hig
threshold neurons that normally code intensity at these m
erate levels are not recovered whereas the recovered
threshold neurons are saturated. By shifting the neu
dynamic range~Geisler and Sinex, 1980; Palmer and Eva
1982; Delgutte, 1990a!, the notched noise effectively shift
the coding gap and its resulting midlevel hump towards h
levels ~Fig. 4!. The narrow-band noise also shifts the neu
dynamic range but not as effectively as the notched no
~Gibsonet al., 1985!, and accordingly reduces the midlev
hump ~Fig. 6! but to a lesser degree than the notched no
~Fig. 3!.

Central mechanisms like profile analysis in the fr
quency domain~Green, 1988! and a similar mechanism in
the time domain, namely, ‘‘referential coding’’~Placket al.,
1995; Plack, 1996! can also account for the removal of th
midlevel hump by the notched and narrow-band noises.
central hypothesis explains the reduced hump at low se
tion levels due to relative comparisons across frequency
time that are more effective when the signal and the no
‘‘context’’ are closer in level~Durlach and Braida, 1969
Green and Kidd, 1983!. When the noise level was increase
along with the signal, both the temporal and spectral profi
of the signal-noise complex were kept constant at the sa
favorable level, resulting in a removal of the midlevel hum
by the noise.

At present, there is a body of evidence for a cent
origin of the midlevel hump, for example, the great
midlevel hump in backward masking than in forward mas
ing ~Plack and Viemeister, 1992b!, the presence of a
midlevel hump in cochlear implant users~Zeng and
Shannon, 1995!, or the greater midlevel hump with a short
forward masker~Schlauchet al., 1997!. On the other hand
there is also a body of evidence for a peripheral origin of
midlevel hump ~Turner et al., 1992; Zeng and Shannon
1995; Schlauch and Clement, 1997; Zenget al., 1996!. In
particular, Schlauch and Clement~1997! took advantage of a
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binaural hearing phenomenon in which a 80 dB SPL so
was perceptually unnoticeable in the simultaneous prese
of a 93 dB SPL sound in the contralateral ear. Howev
Schlauch found that this unnoticeable 80-dB forward mas
in the ipsilateral ear produced a significant midlevel hu
even though the contralateral 93-dB forward masker al
did not produce a midlevel hump. It appears that both
ripheral and central mechanisms are involved in the midle
hump in nonsimultaneous masking and the removal of
midlevel hump by the simultaneous noise masker. Quan
tive contributions of these peripheral and central mechani
to the nonmonotonic intensity discrimination function in fo
ward masking remains to be evaluated.
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